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(57) Abstract

A gaming method (Figs. 6A-8) for an interactive game which is played at a player unit (10) having an interface device (14) which

is coupled to a television (12) and to at least one communication network (Fig. 1). The method (Figs. 6A-8) includes displaying via

the interface device (14), the interactive game on the television, capturing a picture of a player, transferring the picture of tiie player to a

headend, processing the picture of the player to create an avatar of the player, electronically assimulating tiie avatar into the game, and

enabling the player to interactively play the game by controlling the avatar via tiie at least one communication network.
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INTERACTIVE GAME SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to interactive audio-visual productions

generally and more particularly to interactive games and other diversions which are

played via a communication network and with assistance of a television.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There are known in the art several interactive games. One popxilar

game show is based upon an animated character named "Hugo". The game show is

broadcast to a plxirality of viewers that view the game on television, and one of the

viewers is selected to be a player.

The player controls "Hugo" via telephone by pressing keys "2", "4",

"6" and "8" of a touch-tone telephone, so that "Hugo" is moved up when the key

"2" is pressed, moved to the left when the key "4" is pressed, moved to the right

when the key "6" is pressed, and moved down when the key "8" is pressed.

Generally, the player manipulates "Hugo" through a series of

obstacles, and his success in manipulating "Hugo" is measured in comparison with

other players that are selected during the show. A wiimer is declared as a player

who was most successful in manipulating "Hugo".

Other games are also described in various US Patents.

US Patent 5,545,088 to Kravitz et al. describes a television game

show which is interactively played by the studio participant game players, the

television studio audience and by telephone with the television-viewing home

audience.

US Patent 4,695,953 and the corresponding re-issue patent RE 33,662

describe TV animation interactively controlled by the viewer wherein thie motion

picture branching method is superseded by an animation method which enables

rapid and repeated switching of multiple tracks of different^ camera-originated
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animation of the same character during continuous action in a scene, and enables

branching at the termination of an action to multiple actions or scenes,

US Patent 4,355,805 to Baer et al. describes apparatus and methods

for use in conjimction with raster scan video displays, including standard

monochrome and color television receivers, for the generation, display and

manipulation of images upon the screen of a display for the piirpose of playing

games or for the purpose of drawing pictures.

US Patent 5,600,368 to Matthews, III describes an interactive

television system that has a set-top box adapted for use with a television and a

remote control handset. The set-top box is connected to receive a television

broadcast that is filmed using multiple cameras situated at various camera

viewpoints.

US Patent 5,035,422 to Beraian and US Patent 5,108,115 to Berman

et al. describe an interactive game show and method for achieving interactive

communication therewith in which, by providing an interactive communication

system whereby individuals are able to electronically select at least one possible

outcome of a plurality of outcomes of a future event, individuals are able to

participate in the outcome of that event and possible share in a prize award

associated with the event.

US Patent 4,918,516 and the corresponding re-issue patent RE 34,340

describe a closed circuit interactive television system which provides a

multichaimel television signal from a localized headend which is used for

individualized interactive selections by a plurahty of users.

US Patent 5,462,275 to Lowe et al. describes a player interactive live

action football game which may be played for example on a television screen.

US Patent 5,423,555 to Kidrin describes an interactive video game-

television system wherein video game cartridge information is accessed in response

to encoded signals transmitted with NTSC television signals.
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US Patent 5,630,757 to Gagin et al. describes a complete multi-user

game playing environment which provides game playing services to cable television

subscribers over existing cable networks.

US Patent 5,190,285 to Levy et al. describes an electronic game with

at least one, and preferably a plurality, of intelligent game pieces which each

contain a re-programmable memory device.

US Patent 5,271,626 to Llenas et al. describes a television game for

entertaining viewers and maintaining viewership during television programs and

commercials.

US Patent 5,609,525 to Ohno et al. describes television or video

game data reception apparatus which receives a data signal of television games

transmitted from a base station in a wireless manner or through wire on a local

station side so that the received data signal is used to play a game.

3
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention seeks to provide interactive games which are

played via a communication network and with assistance of a television.

There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred emhodiment of

the present invention a gaming method for use with an interactive game which is

played at a player unit having an interface device which is coupled to a television

and to at least one communication network, the method including displaying, via

the interface device, the interactive game on the television, capturing a picture of a

player, transferring the picture of the player to a headend, processing the picture of

the player to create an avatar of the player, electronically assimilating the avatar

into the interactive game, and enabling the player to interactively play the

interactive game by controlling the avatar via the at least one communication

network.

Fxuther in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the step of taking a picture of a player includes at least one of taking a

video picture of the player and scanning an image of the player.

Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the step of taking a picture of a player includes scanning a three-

dimensional image of the player.

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention the processing step is performed in electronic processing

equipment at the headend.

Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the step of transferring includes the step of transmitting the picture of the

player via the at least one communication network.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the step of electronically assimilating the avatar in the interactive game

includes inserting the avatar in a virtual studio environment.

4
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Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the method includes selecting, at the player unit, a basic avatar from a

group of avatars, and confirming a selection of the basic avatar by transmitting an

authorization signal

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention the processing step includes combining, in response to acceptance

of the authorization signal, the picture of the player with the basic avatar to create

an avatar having combined characteristics ofthe player and of the basic avatar.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a gaming method for use with an interactive

game in which, at a first player unit, a first interface device is coupled to a first

television and to a commimication network, and at a second player unit, a second

interface device is coupled to a second television and to the communication

network, the method including displaying, via the first and second interface

devices, the interactive game at the first and second televisions, and enabling a first

player, playing at the first player unit, and a second player, playing at the second

player unit, to play along with the interactive game by competing each against the

other via the communication network.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention, for use with a system in which an mteractive

game is transmitted via a communication network to a multiplicity of viewer units,

and in which each viewer unit includes an interface device and a television, and the

interface device is coupled to the commimication network, a gaming method for

playing the interactive game at a player unit which is in two-way communication

with a virtual reality kit activated by a player and including at least a two-way link

with the player unit, and for viewing the game played by ttie player at the

multiplicity of viewer units, the method including encoding, at a headend, a first

version of the interactive game by employing a first gaming program code and

transmitting the first version of the interactive game to the multipUcity of viewer

5
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units, encoding, at the headend, a second version of the interactive game by

employing a second gaming program code and transmitting the second version of

the interactive game to the player unit, enabling the player to interactively play the

interactive game, via the virtual reality kit, by performing actions in a virtual reality

environment defined by the second version of the interactive game, detecting the

actions of the player and obtaining a stream of detection signals therefirom,

transmitting the detection signals to the headend via the commimication network,

processing, at the headend, the detection signals to implement the actions of the

player in an avatar which simulates the player, and electronically inserting the

avatar in the first version of the interactive game which is transmitted to the

multiplicity of viewer units.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the step of processing includes transforming the actions of the player to

actions of the avatar in a virtual studio environment.

Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the method also includes selecting a basic avatar fi"om a group of avatars,

confirming a selection of the basic avatar by transmitting an authorization signal to

the headend, accepting the authorization signal at the headend, and combining a

picture of the player with the basic avatar to create an avatar having combined

characteristics of the player and of the basic avatar.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention, for use with a system in which an interactive

game is transmitted via a commxmication network to a multiplicity of viewer units,

and in which each viewer unit includes an interface device and a television, and the

interface device is coupled to the communication network, a gaming method for

playing the interactive game at a player unit, and for viewing the game played by

the player at the multiplicity of viewer units, the method including encoding, at a

headend, a first version of the interactive game which includes a first enviromnent

by employing a first gaming program code, and transmitting tiie first version of the

6
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interactive game to the multiplicity of viewer units, encoding, at the headend, a

second version of the interactive game which includes a second environment by

employing a second gaming program code, and transmitting the second version of

the interactive game to the player unit, enabling the player to interactively play the

interactive game in the second environment defined by the second version of the

interactive game, and viewing, at the multiplicity of viewer units, the interactive

game in the first environment defined by the first version of the interactive game.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the first environment includes an outer view enviromnent of the game.

Still fiirther in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the second environment includes an inner view environment of the game.

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention the first environment and the second environment include virtual

studio environments.

Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the second version of the interactive game iacludes a pay program which

is received over a separate data stream.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a method of controlling a signal broadcast

from a headend of a television system from a player unit operatively attached to the

television broadcast system and being in two-way communicatibn therewith, the

method including broadcasting, from the headend, a perspective image of at least

one three-dimensional character in an environment created by a virtual studio,

transmitting, from the player unit, a control signal directed to the headend,

modifying the perspective image of the at least one three-dimensional character at

least partly in response to the control signal to produce a modified perspective

image, and broadcasting the modified perspective image from the headend.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a method for remotely customizing an avatar

7
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for broadcast from a headend of a television broadcast system, the method

including providing a picture of a iiser of the television broadcast system, selecting

a basic avatar from a group of avatars, confirming selection of the basic avatar by

transmitting an authorization signal to the headend, accepting the authorization

signal at the headend, and combining the picture of the user with the basic avatar to

create an avatar having combined characteristics of the player and of the basic

avatar.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a gaming method for use with an interactive

game which is played via a commimication network in a plurality of modes, the

method including enabling a first player, playing at a first player unit, to

interactively play the interactive game in a fu-st mode by controlling an avatar via

the communication network, transmitting the interactive game played in the first

mode to a plurality of viewer units, and in response to transmission of an

authorization signal, enabling a second player, playing at one of the plurality of

viewer units, to view the interactive game played in the first mode by the first

player and to play along with tiie interactive game in a second mode by competing

against the first player.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the method includes the step of storing results of the interactive game

played in the second mode at the one of the plurality of viewer units.

Still fiuther in accordance v^th a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the method includes transmitting the results of the interactive game

played in the second mode via the communication network to a headend when at

least one of the results exceeds a predetermined threshold value.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a player xmit which is operable to be placed in

two-way communication with a headend and at which an interactive game is

playable by a player via a television, the player unit including a camera which is

8
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Operative to take a picture of a player, and an interface device coupled to the

camera, to the television, and to a communication network and operative to receive

gaming inputs from the player and to transmit the gaming inputs and the picture of

the player received from the camera to the headend via the communication network,

wherein the gaming inputs include control signals operative to control operations of

an avatar based on the picture of the player, and the avatar is electronically

assimilated in the interactive game by a virtual studio.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a gaming system including a headend which is

coupled to a conununication network, the headend including an encoder for

encoding a first version of the interactive game by employing a first gaming

program code to generate an encoded first version of the interactive game, and for

encoding a second version of the interactive game by employing a second gaming

program code to generate an encoded second version of the interactive game, a

multiplexer for multiplexing the encoded first version of the interactive game and

the encoded second version of the interactive game to produce a multiplexed signal,

and a transmitter for transmitting the multiplexed signal to a plurality of viewers, a

multiplicity of viewer units, each including a television and an interface device

which is coupled to the commimication network and is operative to receive,

demultiplex and decode the first version of the interactive game by employing the

first gaming program code, a player unit at which an interactive game is played by a

player, the player unit including a player television, and a player interface device

coupled to the player television, and to the communication network, wherein the

player interface device is operative to receive, demultiplex and decode the second

version of the interactive game by employing the second gaming program code, and

a player interface kit which includes at least a two-way link with the player unit,

and the player interface kit is operative to detect actions performed by the player, to

obtain a stream of detection signals therefrom, and to transmit the stream of

detection signals to the headend via the player interface device and the

9
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communication network, and detection signals are employed at the headend to

implement the actions of the player in an avatar which simulates the player, the

avatar being electronically inserted in the first version of the interactive game

which is transnaitted to the multiplicity ofviewer units.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the first version of the interactive game includes an outer view

environment of the interactive game, and the second version of the interactive game

includes an inner view environment of the interactive game.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a gaming system including a headend which is

coupled to a communication network, the headend including an encoder for

encoding a first version of the interactive game which includes a first environment

by employing a first gaining program code to generate an encoded first version of

the game, and for encoding a second version of the interactive game which includes

a second environment by employing a second gaming program code to generate an

encoded second version of the game, a multiplexer for multiplexing the encoded

first version of the interactive game and the encoded second version of the

interactive game to produce a multiplexed signal, and a transmitter for transmitting

the multiplexed signal to a plurality of viewers, a multiplicity of viewer units, each

including a television and an interface device which is coupled to the

communication network and is operative to receive, demultiplex and decode the

first version of the interactive game by employing the first gaming program code,

and to enable a viewer to view the interactive game in the first environment defined

by the first version of the interactive game, and a player unit at which an interactive

game is played by a player, the player unit including a player television, and a

player interface device coupled to the player television, and to the communication

network, wherein the player interface device is operative to receive, demultiplex

and decode the second version of the interactive game by employing the second

gaming program code, and to enable the player to interactively play the interactive

10
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game in the second environment defined by the second version of the interactive

game.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the first version of the interactive game and the second version of the

interactive game are transmitted on separate data streams.

Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the second version of the interactive game is a pay program which is

received over a separate data stream.

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention the first environment includes an outer view enviromnent of the

game and the second environment includes an inner view environment of the game.

Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the first environment and the second environment are virtual studio

environments.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention the player interface kit includes a virtual reality kit.

11
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood and appreciated more fully

from the following detailed description, taken in conjimction with the drawings in

which:

Fig. 1 is a simplified pictorial illustration of a player imit in an

interactive game system constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustration of a preferred implementation of

a set-top box which forms part of the player unit of Fig. 1

;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustration of a headend in an interactive

game system constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment

of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a simplified pictorial illustration of systems participating in

creation of an avatar having combined characteristics of a player and of a basic

avatar, and of the creation of the avatar;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustration of a transmitting assembly which

forms part of the headend of Fig. 3 and is constructed and operative in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 6A and 6B together constitute a flow chart illustrating a

preferred gaming method for use with an interactive game which is operative in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred play along method

which is associated with the ganung method described in Figs. 6A and 6B; and

Fig. 8 is a flow chart illustrating another preferred play along method

which is associated with the gaming method described in Figs. 6A and 6B.

12
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Reference is now made to Fig. 1, which is a simplified pictorial

illustration of a player unit 10 in an interactive game system constructed and

operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

The player unit 10 of Fig, 1 preferably includes a television 12, an

interface device such as a set-top box (STB) 14, as is well known in the art, a video

camera 16 and a virtual reality kit 18 which is worn and activated by a player

20. It is appreciated that, alternatively to the virtual reality kit 18, any other

appropriate user interface kit, such as a joy stick or a telephone keypad input

device, may be used. Without limiting the generality of the meaning of the term

*hiser mterface kit", the virtual reality kit 18 is believed to be preferable, and is

generally described herein.

Preferably, the STB 14 is coupled to the television 12, to the video

camera 16 and to a radio-firequency (RF) wall outlet 22 via coaxial cables 24, 26

and 28 respectively. The STB 14 is also preferably coupled to a telephone wall

outlet 30 via a twisted pair 32. Preferably, the wall outlet 22 is in turn connected to

a television network (not shown), and the telephone wall outlet 30 is connected to a

telephone network (not shown).

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the virtual reality

kit 18, which is activated by the player 20, is coupled to the STB 14 via cable 34.

Preferably, operations performed by the player 20 are sensed by conventional

detectors (not shown) in the virtual reality kit 18 and transferred, via cable 34, to

the STB 14. Alternatively to the cable 34, an appropriate wireless interface, such

as an infirared wireless interface, may be used, and is typically preferred.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the player 20 is an

interactive player in an interactive game show which is broadcast to a plurality of

viewers, including the player 20. Preferably, the interactive player 20 interactively

controls an avatar 36 which is displayed on the television 12 by activating various

13
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functions in the virtual reality kit 18. The avatar 36 is preferably a three-

dimensional avatar which is navigated and controlled by the player 20 through a

changmg three-dimensional gaming environment 38 which is displayed on the

television and forms part of the interactive game show.

Preferably, the virtual reality kit 18 is a conventional virtual reality kit

which may include units such as a heknet 40 with a display 42 which typically

provides a simulated three-dimensional view as is well-known in the art, a

microphone and sensors (not shown) and a glove 44 with sensors (not shown).

When the player 20, that wears the hehnet 40 and the glove 44, makes a movement

by moving a hand on which he wears the glove 42, or by moving his head, the

movement is sensed by the corresponding sensors which generate a detection signal

in response to the movement.

It is appreciated that the display 42 may be excluded, and the player

may view the game on the television 12 rather than on the display 42, and may

respond to challenges displayed on the television 12 by moving the hand or the

head. Alternatively, in a case where the display 42 is provided, the display on the

television 12 may be ignored.

The detection signal is preferably transmitted via the cable 34 to the

STB 14, and from the STB 14 to a headend, described hereinafter with reference to

Fig. 3, via the telephone network or via the television network and is employed to

control the avatar 36 through the gaming environment 38. Alternatively to the

telephone network or the television network, any other appropriate

telecommunications network, such as, for example, the Internet or a satellite-based

communications network, may be used.

In another preferred embodiment of the present invention the virtual

reality kit 18 may be excluded and the player 20 may control the avatar 36 by

operating keys of a touch-tone telephone 46 which is coupled to the telephone wall

outlet 30 or to an additional telephone wall outiet 48.

14
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It is appreciated that flie telephone network and the television network

may be replaced by any other conventional two-way communication network. For

the purposes of the present specification, the term "two-way communication

network** is used in a broad sense to include any form of two-way wired and

wireless RF networks, such as a two-way television network, a two-way cable

television network and a two-way satellite conununication network, as well as two-

way wired and wireless telephone networks and two-way wired and wireless

optical networks, such as a fiber-optic network, and a wireless infirared optical

communication network.

Additionally, the term "two-way communication network" also

includes any form of hybrid communication networks such as a one-way television

network and a two-way telephone network as applied in conventional state-of-the-

art pay television systems.

It is appreciated that the definition of "two-way communication

network" provided above also includes a very wide variety of commxmication

systems including, for example, the Intemet, other networks using Intemet

protocols, local area networks (LANs), wide area networks (WANs), and personal

area networks (PANs).

Reference is now made to Fig. 2 which is a block diagram illustration

of a preferred implementation of the STB 14 which forms part of the player unit of

Fig. 1.

Preferably, STB 14 includes a processor 100, a memory 102, a

telephone modem 104, an encryptor/decrypter 106, a keyboard 108, a transmitter

110, a television receiver and tuner 112, and a compressor/decompressor unit 114.

The processor 100 preferably receives inputs and selections from virtual reality kit

18, from keyboard unit 108 and from the telephone network via the modem 104. In

a preferred embodiment of the present invention the processor 100 may also receive

inputs and selections from a remote control 116, which are shown as transmitted

15
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via the keyboard unit 108 but which may alternatively be transmitted via another

interface unit (not shown).

Preferably, the processor 100 communicates in two-way

communication with the memory 102, with the compressor/decompressor unit 114

and with the encryptor/decrypter 106. It is appreciated that the

compressor/decompressor \mit 114 may compress/decompress information

provided from and to the processor 100 as the case may be, and the

enciyptor/deciypter 106 may encrypt/decrypt information provided from and to the

processor 100 as the case may be.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the processor 100

provides information generated thereat to the transmitter 110 for transmission over

the television network or over the telephone network. The transmitter 110 may also

receive video information from the video camera 16 of Fig. 1 and transmit the video

information via the television network or the telephone network.

Preferably, the television receiver and tuner 112 is operative to

provide conventional receiving, demultiplexing and tuning of television

transmissions received from the television network. It is appreciated that in state-of-

the-art television systems, the television transmissions comprise digitally

compressed and encrypted television transmissions. Accordingly, the television

receiver and tuner 112 may be a conventional integrated receiver and decoder

(IRD) which receives, demultiplexes and decodes the television transmissions, and

the compressor/decompressor unit 114 and the encryptor/decrypter 106 may be

employed to decompress the transmissions and to decrypt the transmissions

respectively. It is appreciated that many IRDs already include the decompression

and the decryption functions.

It is further appreciated that if another communication network is

employed, as mentioned above, all the transmission and reception functions may be

performed via the communication network.
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Reference is now made to Fig, 3 which is a block diagram illustration

of a headend 200 in an interactive game system constructed and operative in

accordance with a preferred embodiment ofthe present invention.

Preferably, the headend 200 conununicates with a multiplicity of

viewer units via the television network and via the telephone network which are

mentioned above with reference to Figs. 1 and 2, If the television network

comprises a two-way television network, the headend 200 may transmit and receive

information over the television network. If the television network comprises a one-

way television network, the headend may transmit information over the television

network, and receive and transmit information over the telephone network. As

mentioned above, other commxmication networks may be employed, as long as they

support two-way commxmication.

The headend 200 may preferably include a receiver 202 and a

transmitting assembly 204 for respectively receiving and transmitting gaming inputs

and control information over the communication network. If a hybrid television and

telephone network is employed, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the receiver 202 may

receive the gaming inputs and the control information over the telephone network

and the transmitting assembly 204 may transmit information over the television

network as well as over the telephone network.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the headend 200

also includes electronic processing equipment 206 which is coupled to the receiver

202 and to the transmitting assembly 204. Preferably, the electronic processing

equipment 206 is also coupled to a virtual studio assembly 208 which may form

part of the headend 200 or may be coupled tiiereto.

The virtual studio assembly 208 is preferably a conventional virtual

studio assembly which is typically employed to provide virtual and graphical

environments in programs which incorporate live actors, and in animated programs

or programs which combine animated environments and animated characters with

live actors. Virtual studio services have been appUed, for example, in the 1996
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election coverage in Israel to provide graphical interpretation of expected seats in

Parliament assigned to various political parties, and similarly in coverage of the

1996 federal elections in the United States. Typical virtual studio systems and

systems for use therewith are commercially available from Dream Team Ltd., 3

Maskit Street, Herzliya Pituach, Israel and from RT.SET and ORAD, also of Israel.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the virtual studio

assembly 208 is coupled to a studio television camera 210 which is operative to

provide a video movie picture which includes an interactive game show that

combines animated environments and animated characters generated at the virtual

studio assembly 208 with live actors. It is appreciated that the studio television

camera 210 may be part of the virtual studio assembly 208 and may supply video

images thereto which are processed by the virtual studio assembly 208 and

typically combined with other images, including, for example, computer-generated

graphic and/or animated images.

Preferably, the interactive game show which is generated in the way

described above is provide to the transmitting assembly 204, and is transmitted by

the transmitting assembly 204 to a mxdtiplicity of viewer units (not shown) via the

communication network.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the information

received at the headend 200 is provided by the multiplicity of viewer units, and part

of the information may include pictures of players and selections of animated

characters from a group of basic animated characters which may be employed as

basic avatars in interactive games. The term "avatar" as used throughout the

present specification refers to an embodiment or personification, typically a video

embodiment or personification, of a person which is typically combined with other

video images in a virtual studio, as described above, to produce a combined

representation in which the avatar represents the person. Typically, but not

necessarily, an avatar associated with a person embodies or personifies some

physical or personality characteristics of the person, possibly in caricatured form.
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Preferably, a player is selected to be an interactive player who

interactively participates in the interactive game show. The player may preferably

be selected by an audience that views the game show, by a manager of the game

show, or automatically based on a predetermined criterion, such as previous game

playing history ofthe viewer who wishes to be a player.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the selected player

is invited to participate in the game show. If the player agrees, he is requested to

send a picture of himself, or a picture of another person, to the headend via the

communication network, and to select a basic avatar from the group of basic avatars

to which his picture is adapted.

Preferably, in order for the selected player to be able to participate in

the game, the player must make a payment by transmitting a payment authorization

signal associated with a selection of a basic avatar. Once the payment authorization

signal is received and processed in a billing system (not shown) at the headend 200,

the player is authorized to interactively play the game.

It is appreciated that transmission of the pictures of the players may

be ujirelated in time and in means of communication to the game show, and may be

transmitted at any appropriate time, such as at a time when the game show is not

played and via other communication networks, such as via the Internet. Thus, a

bank of pictures of players may be established at the headend 200, and a player

may be selected by selecting from among those having a picture in the bank of

players.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the picture of the

selected player is provided to the electronic processing equipment 206 and is

processed thereat. Then, a processed picture of the player is provided to the virtual

studio assembly 208 which adapts the picture of the player to the basic avatar

selected from die group of basic avatars, and combines the picture of the player

with the basic avatar to create an avatar having combined characteristics of the

player and of die basic avatar. Typically, the avatar having combined
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characteristics of the player and of the basic avatar includes a body of the basic

avatar and the head of the player as extracted from the picture of the player, and

this combination may be preferred.

Preferably, the avatar having combined characteristics of the player

and of the basic avatar is inserted in the game which is transmitted, by the

transmitting assembly 204, to the multiplicity of viewer imits so that any viewer

that views the interactive game show sees the game as played by the selected

player, and the avatar having combined characteristics of the player and of the basic

avatar.

In another preferred embodiment of the present invention each viewer

whose picture is transmitted to the headend 200 may view the game show with an

avatar having the face of that viewer combined thereto. The combination of the face

of the viewer with the avatar is made as described above for the selected viewer

avatar, and the transmitting assembly 204 at the headend may transmit a

corresponding avatar to each viewer. It is appreciated that, alternatively, the

combination of the face of the viewer with the avatar may be made in the set top

box 14, in which case it would be possible for different viewers other than the play

to each combine their face with the player's avatar.

In yet another preferred embodiment of the present invention each

viewer may store a preferred combination of an avatar having the face of the viewer

combined thereto in a memory at a viewer unit set-top box, such as memory 102 of

Fig. 2.

It is appreciated that each picture of each viewer and the picture of

the player may be taken by a video camera, such as video camera 16 of Fig. 1.

Alternatively or additionally, each picture may be taken by a scanner (not shown),

such as a conventional three-dimensional scanner, in which case the picture may

comprise a three-dimensional digital representation. In another preferred

embodiment of the present invention, each picture may be enhanced by a scanner

having image processing capabilities.
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Reference is now made to Fig. 4 which is a simplified pictorial

illustration of a preferred embodiment of systems participating in creation of an

avatar having combined characteristics of a player and of a selected basic avatar,

and of the creation of the avatar.

Preferably, the video camera 16 takes a picture of a player. The

picture of the player typically includes at least the face of the player as shown in

illustrative form in Fig. 4 above the camera 16.

The picture of the player is preferably transmitted to the headend 200

via the STB 14. At the headend 200, the picture is received at receiver 202 of Fig. 3

and provided to the electronic processing equipment 206 of Fig. 3.

At the electronic processing equipment 206, the picture of the player

is captured and an image of the face of the player is separated from the rest of the

picture as shown in illustrative form above the electronic processing equipment

206, Then, the image of the face of the player is communicated to the virtual studio

assembly 208 at which a basic avatar, such as a rabbit, is created as shown in

illustrative form above the virtual studio assembly 208.

Preferably, at the virtual studio assembly 208, or at the electronic

processing equipment 206, the face of the player is combined with the chosen basic

avatar, e.g. the rabbit, to provide the avatar having combined characteristics of the

player and of the basic avatar as mentioned above with reference to Fig. 3, the basic

avatar being electronically assimilated in the interactive game and transmitted via

the transmitting assembly 204 to the multiplicity of viewer units. The avatar having

combined characteristics of the player and of the basic avatar is shown in

illustrative form above the transmitting assembly 204.

It is appreciated that if the electronic processing equipment 206 is

embedded in the virtual studio 208, all the processing that is mentioned above is

performed m the virtual studio assembly 208.

Reference is now made to Fig, 5 which is a block diagram illustration

of the transmitting assembly 204 which forms part of the headend 200 of Fig. 3.
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In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the transmitting

assembly 204 includes an encoder 300 which is operative to encode a first version

of the interactive game by employing a first gaming program code, and to encode a

second version of the interactive game by employing a second gaming program

code.

Preferably, the encoder 300 is coupled to a multiplexer (MUX) 302

which is operative to multiplex an encoded first version of the interactive game and

an encoded second version of the interactive game so as to produce a multiplexed

signal. The multiplexed signal is provided to a transmitter 304 which is operative to

transmit the multiplexed signal to a plurality of viewers.

Typically, the multiplexer 302 may be combined with the encoder

300 in an MPEG unit, as is well known in the art, which typically combines

multiplexing and compression with other features appropriate to digital video

transmission. Operation of typical commercially-available MPEG units is generally

described in published standards such as the ISO/IEC 13818-6 Intemational

Standard entitled "Coding of Moving Pictures and Associated Audio."

It is appreciated that if the signal transmissions are in digital form, the

encoder 300 may mclude a digital encoder, the multiplexer 302 may include a

digital multiplexer and the transmitter 304 may include a digital transmitter.

Preferably, the encoder 300 may encode other television programs as well as the

first and second versions of the game show, and the multiplexer 302 may multiplex

encoded television programs as well as the encoded first and second versions of the

interactive game.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the first version of

the interactive game may include a version of the game that is transmitted to all

viewers that do not participate as interactive players in the game. Preferably, the

second version of the interactive game may include a version of the game which is

transmitted only to the player or players who is or are selected to interactively play

the game as mentioned above. It is appreciated that the first version of the game
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may be different from the second version of the game, A preferred embodiment of

first and second versions of the interactive game, and the differences between them

are described below with reference to Figs, 6A and 6B.

Reference is now made to Figs. 6A and 6B which together constitute

a flow chart illustrating a preferred gaming method for use with an interactive game

show which is played by employing the apparatus and systems Figs. 1-5.

In a preferred embodiment of die present mvention the interactive

game show is displayed on the television 12 at the player unit 10 of Fig. 1. At any

time prior to die show, or during the show, a viewer may be selected to be an

interactive player in the game. Preferably, the selection of the viewer as a player

may be perfonned by placing a telephone call to the viewer^s residence an

informing him of the selection, or by transnutting a selection message which is

individually addressed to the viewer.

Once the player is selected, and upon his acceptance to participate in

the game which may be confirmed by transmitting a payment authorization signal

to the headend, the player may preferably be requested to send an electronic image

of his face to the headend 200 at which the game is managed. Then, the player may

preferably operate video camera 16 to photograph himself Alternatively, the

player may use a conventional scanner, or a conventional three-dimensional

scanner, to generate a scanned image of his face.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the picture of the

player may be transferred to the headend 200, either by mail or by transmitting the

image of the player via a communication network to which the headend 200 is

coupled, such as a television network or the Internet.

Preferably, the picture of the player is processed at the electronic

processing eqxiipment 206 at the headend 200 to create an avatar of the player. It is

appreciated that the avatar may include a combination of the face of the player with

a body of the basic avatar, or a combination of a face of the basic avatar with the
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body of the player, and thus the avatar includes combined characteristics of the

player and of the basic avatar.

Preferably, the avatar of the player is electronically assimilated into

the interactive game, and the player is enabled, upon initialization of the game, to

interactively play the interactive game by controlling the avatar via the

communication network. It is appreciated that assimilation of the avatar may

include inserting the avatar in a virtual studio enviroimient.

If the player uses a virtual reality kit to play the game, such as flie

virtual reality kit 18 of Fig. 1, the player plays the game in a realistic environment,

typically an environment as viewed by him when he is "implanted" as an avatar in

the game. For the purposes of the present invention the term "inner view" is used to

include such a view of the game as seen by the player when he forms part of the

game from the view of the player's avatar.

It is appreciated that viewers that do not play the game, but rather just

watch it played by the player, are generally not interested in viewing the game from

the inner view of the player. Typically, such viewers, may see the environment of

the game from an "outer view". The term "outer view" is used in the present

specification to include a view of an outside viewer that watches the player as well

as the enviroimient in which the player acts.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention a first version of

the interactive game is encoded at the headend 200 by employing a first gaming

program code. The term "gaming program code" is used throughout the present

specification to refer to a code or any other appropriate method used to assign one

or more destinations to a version associated with the code. The first version of the

game preferably includes an outer view environment of the game, and this version

is transmitted to a multiplicity of viewer imits.

Preferably, a second version of the interactive game is also encoded

at the headend. The second version of the game preferably includes an inner view

environment of the game, and this version is transmitted to the player unit only. It is
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appreciated that the second version of the game is encoded by employing a second

gaming program code which differs from the first gaming program code. In a

preferred embodiment of the present invention the inner view environment of the

game and the outer view environment of the game are virtual studio environments.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the player is

enabled to interactively play the interactive game, via the virtual reaUty kit 18, by

performing actions in a virtual reality environment defined by the second version of

the interactive game. Preferably, the actions of the player are detected by the virtual

reality kit 18 and a stream of detection signals is obtained therefrom.

The detection signals are transmitted to the headend 200 via the

communication network. At the headend 200, the detection signals are processed to

implement the actions of the player in an avatar which simulates the player.

Preferably, the avatar is electronically inserted in the first version of the interactive

game which is transmitted to the multiplicity of viewer units. It is appreciated that

the processing of the detection signals may include transfonning the actions of the

player to actions of the avatar in a virtual studio envirorrnienti It is further

appreciated that the second version might alternatively be provided to viewers in

addition to the player, typically for a fee.

As mentioned before with reference to other preferred embodiments

of the present invention, the avatar may include an avatar having combined

characteristics of the player of a basic avatar.

It is appreciated that the first and second versions of the game which

provide separate views of the game may be used in a configuration which does not

employ the virtual reality kit 18. In such a case, the player may manipulate keys of

an input device, for example, a touch-tone telephone or a joy-stick (not shown), to

interactively play the interactive game while viewing a second enviromnent defined

by the second version of the interactive game, i.e. the environment seen from the

inner view. Preferably, other viewers may watch the interactive game while

viewing a first environment defined by the first version of the interactive game, i.e.
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the environment seen from the outer view. Preferably, the first environment and the

second environment may be virtual studio environments.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the interactive

game which is played by the player, i.e. the second version of the game, may be

defined as a pay program. In such a case, the pay program may occupy a separate

data stream, if the pay program is transmitted in a digital form, or a separate pay

television chaimel if the pay program is transmitted in an analog form. It is further

appreciated that the data stream may be dynamic and may vary in accordance with

bandwidth allocations, as is well known in the art, particularly in relation to MPEG,

as referred to above.

It is appreciated that the playing methods of the present invention

enable controlling a signal broadcasted from a headend of a television system from

a player unit operatively attached to the television broadcast system and being in

two-way communication therewith. In a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, a perspective image of at least one three-dimensional character in an

environment created by a virtual studio is broadcast from the headend.

Preferably, a control signal which is directed to the headend is

transmitted from the player imit. The control signal is employed to modify the

perspective image of the at least one three-dimensional character so as to produce a

modified perspective image which is further broadcasted from the headend.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the signal

broadcasted from a headend may include an avatar which may be remotely

customized for broadcast from a headend of a television broadcast system.

Preferably, in order to customize the avatar, a picture of a user of the television

broadcast system is provided and a basic avatar is selected from a group of avatars.

When a selection of the basic avatar is confirmed by transmitting a payment

authorization signal to the headend, and the payment authorization signal is

accepted at the headend, the picture of the user is combined with the basic avatar to
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create an avatar having combined characteristics of the player and of the basic

avatar.

In another preferred embodiment of the present invention a viewer

that was not selected to be an interactive player in the game may still play the game

in various play along modes which are described herein with reference to Figs. 7

and 8.

Reference is now made to Fig. 7 which is a flow chart illustrating a

preferred play along method which is associated with the gaming method

described in Fig. 6.

Preferably, a first player and a second player, which are not selected

to be interactive players in the game, may view the game show on a first and a

second television at respective player units and may decide to compete each against

the other.

In such a case, the first player may dial a code number of the second

player on a telephone, or enter an identification code of the second player via a

remote control, such as remote control 116 of Fig. 2.

Preferably, the code number, or the identification code, is transmitted

to the headend 200 via an STB, such as STB 14 of Fig. 1, and via a communication

network, such as the communication network mentioned above with reference to

Figs. 2 and 3.

At the headend 200, the code number or die identification code is

checked against a list of viewers, and if a match is found with a code of a viewer,

which in this case is the code of the second player, the headend 200 establishes a

communication link between the first player and the second player, and enables the

first player, playing at the first player unit, and the second player, playing at the

second player unit, to play along the interactive game by competing each against

the other via the communication network.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the first player

and the second player may be each requested, by the headend 200, to transmit to
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the headend 200 a payment authorization signal representing a charge to be paid by

each player for participating in the play along mode of the game.

Reference is now made to Fig. 8 which is a flow chart illustrating

another preferred play along method which is associated with the gaming method

described in Fig. 6.

Preferably, a first player is selected to be an interactive player which

is enabled to play the interactive game at a first player unit in a first mode by

controlling an avatar via a communication network, such as the communication

network mentioned above with reference to Figs. 2 and 3.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the interactive

game played in the first mode is transmitted to a plurality of viewer units.

Preferably, a second player is enabled, in response to transmission of a payment

authorization signal, to view the interactive game played in the first mode by the

first player and to play along the interactive game in a second mode by competing

against the first player.

It is appreciated that the game played in the second mode is typically

played at a second player unit and is not transmitted to the plurality of viewer units.

Rather, the results of the game played in the second mode may be stored in a

memory at the second player xmit, such as the memory 102 of Fig. 2. The results

may be transmitted to the headend 200, typically at hours of non-peak usage of the

communication network, via the commimication network when at least one of the

results exceeds a predetermined threshold value which reflects a certain amount of

success in competing against the first player.

At the headend 200, the results may be compared with results of other

players that are playing along, and may be employed to assist in further selections

of interactive players which play in the first mode.

It is appreciated that various features of the invention which are, for

clarity, described in the contexts of separate embodiments, may also be provided in

combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features of the invention
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which are, for brevity, described in the context of a single embodiment, may also

be provided separately or in any suitable sub-combination.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present

invention is not linuted by what has been particxilarly shown and described

hereinabove. Rather the scope of the present invention is defined by the claims that

follow:
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What is claimed is:

CLAIMS

1. A gaining method for xxse with an interactive game which is played at

a player unit having an interface device which is coupled to a television and to at

least one communication network, the method comprising:

displaying, via the interface device, the interactive game on the

television;

capturing a picture of a player;

transferring the picture of the player to a headend;

processing the picture of the player to create an avatar of the player;

electronically assimilating the avatar into the interactive game; and

enabling the player to interactively play the interactive game by

controlling the avatar via said at least one communication network.

2. A method according to claim 1 and wherein said step of taking a

picture of a player comprises at least one of taking a video picture of the player and

scanning an image of the player.

3. A method according to claim 1 and wherein said step of taking a

picture of a player comprises scaiming a three-dimensional image of the player.

4. A method according to any of claims 1-3 and wherein said

processing step is performed in electronic processing equipment at the headend.

5. A method according to any of claims 1-4 and wherein said step of

transferring includes the step of transmitting the picture of the player via said at

least one communication network.
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6. A method according to any of claims 1-5 and wherein said step of

electronically assimilating the avatar in the interactive game includes inserting the

avatar in a virtual studio environment.

7. A method according to any of claims 1-6 and comprising:

selecting, at the player unit, a basic avatar from a group of avatars;

and

confirming a selection of the basic avatar by transmitting an

authorization signal,

8. A method according to claim 7 and wherein said processing step

comprises combining, in response to acceptance of the authorization signal, the

picture of the player with the basic avatar to create an avatar having combined

characteristics of the player and of the basic avatar.

9. A gaming method for use wifli an interactive game in which, at a first

player unit, a first interface device is coupled to a first television and to a

communication network, and at a second player unit, a second interface device is

coupled to a second television and to the conmiunication network, the method

comprising:

displaying, via the first and second interface devices, the interactive

game at the first and second televisions; and -

enabling a first player, playing at the first player unit, and a second

player, playing at the second player unit, to play along with the interactive game by

competing each against the odier via the commimication network.

10. For use with a system in which an interactive game is transmitted via

a communication network to a multiplicity of viewer units, and in which each

viewer unit includes an interface device and a television, and the interface device is
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coupled to the communication network, a gaming method for playing the interactive

game at a player unit which is in two-way commxmication with a virtual reality kit

activated by a player and including at least a two-way link with the player unit, and

for viewing the game played by the player at the multiplicity of viewer units, the

method comprising:

encoding, at a headend, a &st version of the interactive game by

employing a first gaming program code and transmitting the first version of the

interactive game to the multiplicity of viewer units;

encoding, at the headend, a second version of the interactive game by

employing a second gaming program code and transmitting the second version of

the interactive game to the player unit;

enabling the player to interactively play the interactive game, via the

virtual reality kit, by performing actions in a virtual reality environment defined by

the second version of the interactive game;

detecting the actions of the player and obtaining a stream of detection

signals therefirom;

transmitting the detection signals to the headend via the

communication network;

processing, at the headend, the detection signals to implement the

actions of the player in an avatar which simulates the player; and

electronically inserting the avatar in the first version of the interactive

game which is transmitted to the multiplicity of viewer units.

11. A method according to claim 10 and wherein said step of processing

comprises transforming the actions of the player to actions of the avatar in a virtual

studio environment.

12. A method according to eitiier of claim 10 or claim 11 and also

comprising:
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selecting a basic avatar from a group of avatars;

confirming a selection of the basic avatar by transmitting an

authorization signal to the headend;

accepting the authorization signal at the headend; and

combining a picture of the player with the basic avatar to create an

avatar having combined characteristics of the player and of the basic avatar.

13. For use with a system in which an interactive game is transmitted via

a communication network to a multiplicity of viewer units, and in which each

viewer unit includes an interface device and a television, and the interface device is

coupled to the communication network, a gaming method for playing the interactive

game at a player unit, and for viewing the game played by the player at the

multiplicity of viewer units, the method comprising:

encoding, at a headend, a furst version of the interactive game which

includes a first environment by employing a first gaming program code, and

transmitting the first version of the interactive game to the multiplicity of viewer

imits;

encoding, at the headend, a second version of the interactive game

which includes a second environment by employing a second gaming program

code, and transmitting the second version of the interactive game to the player unit;

enabling the player to interactively play the interactive game in the

second environment defined by the second version of the interactive game; and

viewing, at the multiplicity of viewer units, the interactive game in

the first environment defined by the first version of the interactive game.

14. A method according to claim 13 and wherein said first environment

comprises an outer view environment of the game.
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15. A method according to either of claim 13 or claim 14 and wherein

said second environment comprises an inner view environment of the game.

16. A method according to claim 13 and wherein said first environment

and said second environment comprise virtual studio environments.

17. A method according to claim 13 and wherein the second version of

the interactive game comprises a pay program which is received over a separate

data stream.

18. A method of controlling a signal broadcast fi'om a headend of a

television system firom a player unit operatively attached to the television broadcast

system and being in two-way communication therewith, the method comprising:

broadcasting, firom the headend, a perspective image of at least one

three-dimensional character in an environment created.by a virtual studio;

transmitting, fi"om the player unit, a control signal directed to the

headend;

modifying the perspective image of the at least one three-dimensional

character at least partly in response to the control signal to produce a modified

perspective image; and

broadcasting the modified perspective image firom the headend.

19. A method for remotely customizing an avatar for broadcast firom a

headend of a television broadcast system, the method comprising:

providing a picture of a user of the television broadcast system;

selecting a basic avatar fi'om a group of avatars;

confirming selection of the basic avatar by transmitting an

authorization signal to the headend;

accepting the authorization signal at the headend; and
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combining the picture of the user with the basic avatar to create an

avatar having combined characteristics of the player and of the basic avatar.

20. A gaming method for use with an interactive game which is played

via a communication network in a plurality of modes, the method comprising:

enabling a first player, playing at a first player unit, to interactively

play the interactive game in a first mode by controlling an avatar via said

conmiimication network;

transmitting the interactive game played in the first mode to a

plurality of viewer units; and

in response to transmission of an authorization signal, enabling a

second player, playing at one of the plurality of viewer units, to view the interactive

game played in the first mode by the first player and to play along with the

interactive game in a second mode by competing against the first player.

21. A method according to claim 20 and comprising the step of storing

results of the interactive game played in the second mode at said one of the

plurality of viewer units.

22. A method according to claim 21 and comprising transmitting said

results of the interactive game played in the second mode via said communication

network to a headend when at least one of said restilts exceeds a predetermined

threshold value.

23. A player unit which is operable to be placed in two-way

communication with a headend and at which an interactive game is playable by a

player via a television, the player unit comprising:

a camera which is operative to take a picture of a player; and
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an interface device coupled to the camera, to the television, and to a

communication network and operative to receive gaming inputs from the player and

to transmit the gaming inputs and the picture of the player received from the camera

to the headend via said communication network, wherein

the gaming inputs comprise control signals operative to control

operations of an avatar based on the picture of the player, and wherein

the avatar is electronically assimilated in the interactive game by a

virtual studio.

24. A gaming system comprising:

a headend which is coupled to a communication network, the headend

including:

an encoder for encoding a first version of the interactive game

by employing a first gaming program code to generate an encoded first version of

the interactive game, and for encoding a second version of the interactive game by

employing a second gaming program code to generate an encoded second version

of the interactive game;

a multiplexer for multiplexing the encoded first version of the

interactive game and the encoded second version of the interactive game to produce

a multiplexed signal; and

a transmitter for transmitting the multiplexed signal to a

plurality of viewers;

a multiplicity of viewer units, each including a television and an

interface device which is coupled to the communication network and is operative to

receive, demultiplex and decode the first version of the interactive game by

employing the first gaming program code;

a player unit at which an interactive game is played by a player, the

player unit including a player television, and a player interface device coupled to

the player television, and to said communication network, wherein the player
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interface device is operative to receive, demultiplex and decode the second version

of the interactive game by employing the second gaming program code; and

a player interface kit which includes at least a two-way link with the

player xmit, wherein

the player interface kit is operative to detect actions performed by the

player, to obtain a stream of detection signals therefrom, and to transmit the stream

of detection signals to the headend via the player interface device and the

communication network, and wherein

the detection signals are employed at the headend to implement flie

actions of the player in an avatar which simulates the player, the avatar being

electronically inserted in the first version of the interactive game which is

transmitted to said multiplicity of viewer units.

25. A gaming system according to claim 24 and wherein said first version

of the interactive game comprises an outer view environment of the interactive

game, and said second version of the interactive game comprises an iimer view

environment of the interactive game.

26. A gaming system comprising:

a headend which is coupled to a commxmication network, the headend

including:

an encoder for encoding a first version of the interactive game

which includes a first environment by employing a first gaming program code to

generate an encoded fu'st version of the game, and for encoding a second version of

the interactive game which includes a second environment by employing a second

gaming program code to generate an encoded second version of the game;

a multiplexer for multiplexing the encoded first version of the

interactive game and the encoded second version of the interactive game to produce

a multiplexed signal; and
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a transmitter for transmitting the multiplexed signal to a

plurality ofviewers;

a multiplicity of viewer imits, each including a television and an

interface device which is coupled to the communication network and is operative to

receive, demultiplex and decode the first version of the interactive game by

employing the first gaming program code, and to enable a viewer to view the

interactive game in the first enviromnent defined by the first version of the

interactive game; and

a player unit at which an interactive game is played by a player, the

player unit including a player television, and a player interface device coupled to

the player television, and to said communication network, wherein the player

interface device is operative to receive, demultiplex and decode the second version

of the interactive game by employing the second gaming program code, and to

enable the player to interactively play the interactive game in the second

environment defined by the second version of the interactive game.

27. A system according to claim 26 and wherein said first version of the

interactive game and said second version of the interactive game are transmitted on

separate data streams.

28. A system according to claim 27 and wherein the second version of the

interactive game is a pay program which is received over a separate data stream.

29. A system according to claim 26 and wherein said .first enviroimient

comprises an outer view environment of the game and said second enviromnent

comprises an inner view environment of the game.

30. A system according to claim 26 and wherein said first environment

and said second environment are virtual studio environments.
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31. A system according to claim 24 and wherein the player interface kit

comprises a virtual reality kit
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FIG. 6A

DISPLAY THE GAME ON THE TELEVISION

SELECT A PLAYER

TAKE A PICTURE OF THE PLAYER AND

SEND IT TO THE HEADEND

SELECT A BASIC AVATAR FROM A BANK OF

STORED AVATARS AND TRANSMIT A PAYMENT

AUTHORIZATION SIGNAL

PROCESS THE PICTURE OF THE PLAYER AND

COMBINE THE PICTURE WITH THE BASIC AVATAR

TO CREATE AN AVATAR OF THE PLAYER

ELECTRONICALLY ASSIMILATE THE AVATAR

OF THE PLAYER INTO THE GAME

INITIATE THE GAME AND ENABLE THE PLAYER

TO REMOTELY AND INTERACTIVELY CONTROL

THE AVATAR OF THE PLAYER

THROUGHOUT THE GAME
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FIG. 6B

ENCODE A FIRST VERSION OF THE GAME AS SEEN

IN AN OUTER VIEW AND TRANSMIT THE FIRST

VERSION OF THE GAME TO THE VIEWER UNITS

ENCODE A SECOND VERSION OF THE GAME AS SEEN IN

AN INNER VIEW AND TRANSMIT THE SECOND VERSION OF

THE GAME TO THE PLAYER UNIT

DETECT ACTIONS OF THE PLAYER AND TRANSMIT A STREAM OF

DETECTION SIGNALS TO THE HEADEND

IMPLEMENT THE DETECTED ACTIONS OF THE

PLAYER IN AN AVATAR WHICH

SIMULATES THE PLAYER

INSERT THE AVATAR IN THE FIRST

VERSION OF THE GAME
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FIG. 7

DISPLAY THE INTERACTIVE GAME AT A FIRST

AND A SECOND PLAYER UNITS

DIAL A CODE NUMBER AT THE

FIRST PLAYER UNIT

CHECK VALIDITY OF THE CODE NUMBER AND

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE CODE NUMBER

TO THE SECOND PLAYER UNIT

BILL THE PLAYERS

ESTABLISH A COMMUNICATION LINK BETWEEN THE PLAYERS

ENABLE THE FIRST PLAYER TO COMPETE

AGAINST THE SECOND PLAYER
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FIG. 8

SELECT A FIRST PLAYER TO BE AN INTERACTIVE PLAYER

ENABLE THE FIRST PLAYER TO PLAY THE GAME INTERACTIVELY

RECEIVE A REQUEST FOR PLAY-ALONG

FROM A SECOND PLAYER

BILL THE SECOND PLAYER

ENABLE THE SECOND PLAYER TO PLAY-

ALONG AND TO COMPETE AGAINST THE FIRST PLAYER

TRANSMIT RESULT TO

THE HEADEND
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